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The ferromagnesian chondrules in Allende follow a trend in the oxygen three-isotope plot that diverges 
significantly from the 160-mixing line defined by light and dark inclusions and the matrix of the meteorite. 
The trend probably results from isotopic exchange with an external gaseous reservoir during the process of 
chondrule formation sometime after the establishment of the isotopic compositions of the inclusions and 
matrix. The Allende chondrules approach, but do not reach, the isotopic compositions of chondrules in 
unequilibrated ordinary chondrites, implying exchange with a similar ambient gas, but isotopically different 
solid precursors for the two types of meteorite. 

INTRODUCTION 

Variations of oxygen isotopic abundances among solar system objects appear to be due 
primarily to two types of processes: (1) mixing of reservoirs with different degrees of 16O-
enrichment, and (2) mass-dependent fractionation. Reservoir mixing is especially evident in 
meteorites when the scale of sampling is less than a centimeter. Thus the largest 16 0 variations in 
Allende are revealed in mineral separates from calcium-aluminum rich inclusions ( CAI's ), and the 
largest variations in ordinary chondrites are found in analyses of individual chondrules and clasts of 
the unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (UOC's ). In both cases, the isotopic heterogeneity may be 
due to incomplete isotopic exchange between a solid ( or liquid) condensed phase and a surround-
ing gas phase. The event during which this exchange took place required high temperatures (to 
permit exchange) and short times (to prevent complete equilibration), and thus may be the 
chondrule-forming event itself. Detailed oxygen isotope studies of chondrules may give informa-
tion on the nature of precursor materials and on the kinetics of the melting and freezing processes. 

Anhydrous phases from the C2 and C3 carbonaceous chondrites form an 16O-mixing line 
with an experimentally determined slope of 0.94 and a range in 8180 and 817 0 of about 45%., 
(Clayton et al., 1977). Chondrules from U OC's form a second 16O-mixing line, displaced toward 
lower 160, with a slope of 1.00. This latter line is determined best from clasts of the LL3 meteorite 
ALHA 76004 (Mayeda et al., 1980), which cover a range of 10%.,, and also is the best fit to the 
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data from 33 chondrules from 10 different U0C's, which cover a range of about 3%., (Clayton et 
al, 1981). These two 160-mixing lines intersect at a value of 018 0 near -40%.,, the apparent 
isotopic composition of the precursors of Allende CAi's. It has therefore been suggested that the 
carbonaceous chondrite minerals and the U0C chondrules might have had a common 16 0-rich 
source of pre-melting solids that subsequently exchanged with gases of different compositions 
(Clayton, 1981). 

Dodd (1981) has maintained that chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites have a different 
origin from chondrules in ordinary chondrites. Most of the chondrules of carbonaceous chondrites 
are thought to have formed from melt droplets, which were produced either by condensation or by 
melting of solids. He believes that chondrules from U0C's, on the other hand, have had a more 
complicated history, usually involving fragmentation oflarger solid bodies, with or without a final 
remelting. An oxygen isotope study comparing chondrules of these two meteorite groups may 
reveal the similarities and differences in their origins. 

SAMPLES AND ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Two suites of samples from Allende were analyzed, one selected and characterized by N. Onuma and Y. 
Ikeda (identified by the symbol NO in the data tables), and one selected and characterized by I. D. Hutcheon 
(identified by IH in the data tables). Chondrules were split in two, one half mounted in epoxy and polished for 
petrographic and chemical characterization, and one half used for isotopic analyses. The NO samples were 
studied in thin section by petrographic microscope and were analyzed chemically by electron microprobe, 
using a 50 µm defocused beam for whole chondrule analysis. The 1H samples were studied in polished section 
in the scanning electron microscope (SEM), using back-scattered electron images and energy-dispersive 
X-ray analysis using a focused beam rastered over a 50 x 50 µm area. Bulk silicate compositions were 
calculated from metal-free areas. Most samples were round olivine- or pyroxene-rich chondrules, but several 
lithic inclusions and dark inclusions were also analyzed. Oxygen isotopic data on chondrules from UOC's 
have been discussed previously (Clayton et al., 1981), and are not tabulated here. Textural and chemical 
characterization of a selected subset of these chondrules was done by E. Olsen, using SEM and electron 
microprobe. 

Oxygen isotopic analyses for 180/1 60 and 17 0/ 160 ratios were carried out on 0 2 samples prepared by 
the BrF5 reaction on crushed fragments of individual chondrules. Due to limitation of sample size, replicate 
analyses were not possible. Silicon isotopic analyses for 30Si/28Si and 29Si/28 Si ratios were carried out on SiF4 

samples also produced by the BrF5 reaction. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Isotopic data for the Allende samples are given in Table 1 and are plotted, along with the data 
on chondrules from U0C's, in Fig. 1. The line labelled "Allende mixing line" in Fig. 1 was 
determined from earlier analyses of separated phases from CAi's ( Oa yton et al., 1977), and not by 
the data in this paper. The new Allende samples fall into two groups: the dark inclusions, which fall 
on the extrapolation of the CAI mixing line, and the chondrules, which fall above the CAI mixing 
line. The chondrule trend terminates in a cluster of six samples, with indistinguishable isotopic 
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compositions, at «5 18 0 = 3.7%0, «5 17 0 = + 1.3%0. All of these, and two additional chondrules only 
slightly lower in «5 18 0 and «5 170, are of the barred olivine or radial pyroxene texture types. 
Microporphyritic and granular chondrules all have significantly lower «5 180 and «5 170. 

Table 1. Oxxgen and silicon isoto2ic com2ositions of Allende chondrules and lithic inclusions. 

Sample No. {j18Oo/oo • {j17 00/00 i 0 Si0/oo • {j29Si°/oo Wt. °/o FeO Texture 
type t 

Chondrules 
IH-11 3.82 1.32 -0.52 -0.25 9.3 B 
IH-25 3.63 1.23 -0.21 -0.12 13.5 B 
IH-8 3.82 1.28 -0.65 -0.31 5.0 B 
IH-7 3.67 1.25 -0.33 -0.17 13.8 B 
NO-11 3.77 1.45 -0.73 -0.35 13.0 B 
NO-13 3.68 1.50 -1.06 -0.54 13.7 B 
IH-24 3.20 0.42 -0.92 -0.46 4.0 B 
NO-6 3.13 0.14 -1.14 -0.58 B 
IH-10 2.14 -1.15 -0.54 -0.26 4 I 
IH-1 2.12 -1.32 -0.85 -0.47 5 I 
IH-5 1.70 -2.13 -0.93 -0.51 5 II 
IH-22 1.23 -2.25 -0.46 -0.32 4 I 
NO-1 0.84 -2.87 -0.17 -0.04 6.5 II 
NO-2 1.20 -2.42 -0.50 -0.23 6.1 II 
NO-4 1.47 -2.12 5.4 II 
NO-12 0.11 -3.32 -0.94 -0.47 8.1 II 
AL6-S-4t 0.29 -3.48 -0.19 -0.09 B 
IH-4 -0.92 -4.45 -0.04 -0.05 5.6 I? 
IH-15 -0.97 -4.56 5.9 ? 
L-211t -1.09 -4.67 -0.52 -0.26 5.1 
NO-15 core -1.31 -4.77 L 
NO-15 mantle 0.74 -2.42 L 
HN-Gct -2.65. -6.51 -0.36 -0.18 II? 

Lithic and Dark Inclusions and Matrix 
A1-2t 3.61 -0.97 D 
Al-3t 4.62 :-0.21 -0.69 -0.32 D 
At-st 2.48 -1.91 -0.50 -0.24 D 
NO-8B 1.40 -2.42 -1.40 -0.72 16.4 Lor D 
NO-9 3.72 -0.89 -0.89 -0.43 32.3 M 
NO-10 5.24 0.81 -1.23 -0.63 32.4 D 
NO-14 0.99 -2.47 D 
NO-7 0.22 -3.54 -0.50 -0.10 Lor D 

* <'l 18O, <'l 17 O relative to SMOW; <'l 30 Si, <'l29Si relative to NBS 28 quartz. 
t B = barred olivine and radial pyroxene; L = lithic; D = dark inclusion; I, II classes of McSween (1977); 

M = matrix. 
t From Clayton et al. ( 1977). 
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Fig. 1 Oxygen isotopic compositions of chondrules from Allende and several ordinary chon-
drites (Allegan, Bishunpur, Bjurb(lle, Borkut, Cape Girardeau, Chainpur, Chervattez, Dhajala, 
Hallingeberg, Krymka, Semarkona, Tieschitz). The "Allende mixing line" is determined by the 
compositions of both calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (mostly far off-scale to the lower left) and 
dark inclusions, shown as solid circles. Allende olivine-pyroxene chondrules lie above this line and 
trend towards the compositions of chondrules from ordinary chondrites. Chondrules with barred 
or radiating textures cluster at the upper end of the trend, whereas porphyritic chondrules lie 
closer to the mixing line. Two isotope exchange or mixing events are implied for the Allende 
sample, the first producing the "Allende mixing line," and the second producing the chondrules 
from the products of the first. The mass-dependent fractionation line for terrestrial samples is 
shown for reference. 
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The oxygen isotopic compositions of CAi's are heterogeneous on a scale of micrometers, and 
vary systematically with mineralogy. The mixing lines representing these heterogeneities have been 
interpreted as resulting from post-crystallization exchange of oxygen isotopes between the solids 
and an ambient nebular gas (Clayton and Mayeda, 1977). The solid is presumed to have been 
160-rich, and the gas 160-depleted. lithe same mechanism operated for the Allende chondrules, 
then those with the highest o 180 and o 17 O values have undergone the greatest extent of exchange 
with the gas. The correlation with texture could then reflect the degree of melting of the various 
chondrules during chondrule formation: complete melting and extensive exchange for the barred 
and radial chondrules, and incomplete melting and incomplete exchange for the granular and 
microporphyritic chondrules. One exceptionally large, 8-mm-diameter chondrule with radial 
texture, AL6-S-4, was found to have 0180 = +0.29"/oo, suggestive of incomplete isotopic 
exchange. Another very large, olivine-rich chondrule, HN-GC, has the lowest 018 0 and 017 0 of 
the group. Further evidence for the direction of the exchange is provided by chondrule N0-15, 
which has a concentric structure with a microporphyritic core (0180 = -1.3°/oo) surrounded by a 
fine-grained mantle ( o 180 = +O. 7°/00 ). The core appears to have undergone less isotopic exchange 
than the mantle. 

H the Allende chondrule mixing line and the CAI (plus dark inclusions) mixing line both 
represent gas-solid exchange in some high-temperature event, the fact that there are two distinct 
trends requires two distinct events, involving gas reservoirs of different isotopic compositions. 

Although there is no overlap in isotopic composition between the Allende chondrules and 
chondrules from UOC's, the two groups approach one another closely and might form a single 
trend. H the 160-mixing array for the U OC chondrules is also the result of a gas-solid or gas-liquid 
isotopic exchange, it must be determined which reservoir was 160-rich and which 160-depleted, 
i.e., in which direction the chondrules were displaced from their initial compositions. It was argued 
previously (Clayton, 1981) that the solid precursors of UOC chondrules were 160-rich, and might 
have had the same isotopic composition as the most 160-rich minerals in CAi's in Allende. 
However, no firm evidence is available to determine the direction of exchange of the UOC 
chondrules. The apparent convergence of UOC chondrules and Allende chondrules could result if 
both sets of chondrules had exchanged with a common external reservoir that had a composition 
lying in the narrow gap between them. The existence of a reservoir with such an isotopic 
coin position would not be surprising, since that gap contains the isotopic composition of almost all 
of the achondrites, as well as the Earth and the moon. 

In Allende, textural evidence for complete melting is characteristic of the chondrules with the 
greatest extent of isotopic exchange. We do not have similar textural information on all of the U OC 
chondrules to determine whether texture type is related to oxygen isotopic composition, so that 
such information could be used to identify the direction of exchange. However, for the UOC 
chondrules at the low 018 0 and 0170 end of the range (0170 < 3.5°/oo), nine of the eleven with 
known textures have either barred or radial textures, suggestive of complete melting. Thus, there is 
fairly strong evidence that the UOC chondrules became depleted in heavy isotopes rather than 
enriched. The observed convergence in isotopic compositions of UOC chondrules and Allende 
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chondrules could then reflect their exchange with the same external reservoir, but derivation from 
quite different solid precursors. 

The only correlation between chemical composition and oxygen isotopic composition of 
Allende chondrules is the tendency of the isotopically heavy group to be iron-rich, with FeO 2: 9%. 
The correlation is not unique, as one barred chondrule with high 8180, IH-8, has only ~5% FeO. 
The correlation may simply reflect the effect of iron in decreasing melting temperatures, thus 
facilitating isotopic exchange. 

Silicon isotopic compositions for most of the Allende chondrules are given in Table 1. On a 
three-isotope graph, the data fall on a mass-dependent fractionation line of slope 0.505. The range 
of <5 30Si is from Oto -1.4%.,, and averages -0.66"/oo, compared to the value of-0.80"/oo for bulk 
Allende (all relative to NBS 28 quartz standard). The range of variation in silicon isotopic 
composition is much smaller than that of CAi's in Allende (Molini-Velsko et al., 1983). There is 
no correlation between <5 30Si and «5 180 (r = -0.10) and no evident correlation between silicon 
isotopic composition and chemical or textural properties of the chondrules. This fact is consistent 
with our interpretation that the oxygen isotope variations result from a two-reservoir exchange 
process in which the gaseous reservoir contains oxygen compounds (CO and H20) but no silicon 
compounds. Thus the silicon isotopic variations result from fractionation effects in the chondrule 
precursors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Subsamples of Allende form two different oxygen isotope trends: ( 1) a mixing line involving 
the CAi's, dark inclusions, and the matrix, and (2) a line involving the olivine- and pyroxene-rich 
chondrules. The chondrule line appears to be a branch from the inclusion line, intersecting near the 
composition of the bulk meteorite. Thus the "Allende mixing line" must have been formed first by 
exchange of 16O-rich solids with an 16O-poor gas, and then in a later event, some of the material 
was converted to chondrules and underwent exchange with a gas of different isotopic composition. 
This second gas also provided an exchange reservoir for the chondrules of the U OC's. The second 
gas reservoir was very similar in isotopic composition to the one that controlled the isotopic 
compositions of the achondrites, the moon, and Earth. The existence of gaseous reservoirs with 
different oxygen isotopic compositions does not require inhomogeneity in the gas phase, but could 
result from modification of the gas composition with time due to the various processes of gas-solid 
exchange. However, this model is more complicated than that previously proposed for chondrule 
precursors (Clayton, 1981), in that two isotopically different solid reservoirs are required: an 
16O-enriched material as the source of carbonaceous chondrites, and an 16O-depleted material as 
the source of the ordinary chondrites. 

It is essential that more isotopic and petrographic data be obtained for chondrules from 
V OC's to determine the direction of their isotopic displacement and the isotopic compositions of 
their precursors. Data on other carbonaceous chondrites are also needed. It should then be possible 
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to establish the sequence of chondrule- and chondrite-forming processes for the different groups of 
chondrites. 
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